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Extremely high energy (,1022 eV) cosmic neutrino beams initiate high energy particle cascade
the background of relic neutrinos from the big bang. We perform numerical calculations to sho
such cascades could contribute more than 10% to the observed cosmic ray flux above3 3 1019 eV
if neutrinos have,eV masses. The required intensity of primary neutrinos could be consistent
astrophysical models for their productionif the maximum neutrino energy reaches to,1022 eV and the
massive neutrino dark matter is locally clustered. Future observations of ultrahigh energy cosm
will lead to an indirect but practical search for neutrino dark matter. [S0031-9007(98)07941-1]
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It has been claimed that pure cold dark matter (CD
leads to a larger baryon fraction (Vb) than predicted by
big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) if the observed hot x-r
emitting gas represents a fair sample of the universe
An admixture of hot dark matter (HDM) with CDM shift
the estimates of the baryon fraction closer to that by BB
In addition, this mixed cold1 hot dark matter mode
(CHDM) has been shown to agree well with the cosm
microwave background (CMB) spectrum measured
COBE, and galaxy group properties such as the num
density of clusters [2]. Neutrinos are the best candid
for HDM and a total neutrino mass of 5 eV, ormnm

,
mnt

, 2.4 eV (Vn . 0.2) may be a solution consisten
with all available observations.

If HDM consists of cosmological background neut
nos (CBN) with,eV massand there exist cosmic neu
trino beams reaching to,1022 eV, the interactions of thes
extremely high energy (EHE) cosmic neutrinos with t
CBN during their propagation can become significant
due to the enhanced interaction probability at theZ boson
resonance. The resulting neutrino cascade causes m
cations such as a bump and a dip in the EHE neutrino s
trum at Earth [4]. The cascade contains several hadr
decay channels that produce mostly pions which in turn
produce neutrinos through their decay [5], but alsog rays
and some nucleons. Hence this mechanism has been
posed [6] as an explanation of the highest energy cos
rays (HECRs) whose flux above,5 3 1019 eV is severely
attenuated by photopion production on the CMB [7] in t
case of nucleon primaries, forming the Greisen-Zatse
Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff [8].

The evolution of cascades initiated by EHE cosmic n
trinos is determined by very complex chains of inter
tions: The neutrinos undergonn reactions which involve
the exchange ofW and Z bosons and hadronization o
their strongly interacting decay products. The produ
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photons, electrons, and protons collide with the CMB,
infrared and optical background (IRyO) and the universa
radio background (URB) [9,10], initiating electromagne
cascades. Electrons are also subject to synchrotron c
ing in extragalactic magnetic fields (EGMF). The fin
particle fluxes after propagation depend on all these in
actions and solving the relevant transport equations is
evitable for an accurate evaluation of the consequence
this scenario. In this Letter we present numerical calcu
tions of the “primary” EHE neutrinos and the “secondar
g rays and protons that may contribute a sizable frac
of the observed HECRs above.1019 eV, under different
assumptions concerning neutrino mass and local den
enhancement of the HDM. Several observable signat
to confirm or rule out this scenario are discussed, follow
by a summary.

Cascading calculation.—Our numerical calculation
combine simulation codes for neutrino cascades [4
and for electromagnetic cascades and nucleon propag
[9,11]. Detailed accounts of these codes are provi
in Refs. [4,11]. The following processes are include
inelastic and elasticnn collisions involving an exchange o
either aW or aZ boson on the CBN; the subsequent dec
of producedp ’s, m’s, and t’s, hadronization of quark
jets, all of which eventually feed into the electromagne
neutrino, and nucleon channels;gg ! e1e2 on the CMB,
the IRyO and the URB; inverse Compton scattering on
same backgrounds; triplet pair production and double
production on the CMB; synchrotron cooling in the EGM
the nucleon interactions on the CMB (pair production a
photopion production), and neutron decay; redshifting
evolution of the black body temperature due to expans
of the universe. For the IRyO we used recent data [12], an
for the (unmeasured) URB we used the highest predic
of Ref. [13], yielding conservatively low EHEg-ray fluxes
for which the URB is the most important target for pa
© 1998 The American Physical Society 5505
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production. We neglect interactions of EHE neutrinos w
the CMB photons which are of comparable importance
those with the CBN only for neutrino energies above
Z resonance [14].

The hadronic decay ofZ bosons resonantly produced
neutrinos of energy

Eres  M2
z y2mn  4 3 1021

µ
mn

1 eV

∂21

eV , (1)

with the CBN is the most important neutrino process
production ofg rays and nucleons whose spectra are
termined by the hadron fragmentation function. At
energy range around theZ pole, this has been measur
accurately by the LEP at CERN. We implemented e
pirical functions using the MLLA approximation [15] i
our code, which have been fitted by measurements o
inclusive production rates ofp6 andpp̄ with the OPAL
detector [16]. This constitutes the major revision of
original codes in Refs. [4,5].

The dominant contribution to secondary particle flux
from resonantZ production can be estimated analytical
for example for the producedg-ray spectrum,

dNg

dEgdL
,

p
2 p

GZ

MZ

1
lZ

dNn

dEn

Ç
EnEres

dnh

dx

Ç
xEgyEres

,

(2)

where GZ . 0.03MZ is the decay width of theZ bo-
son whose mass isMZ , dnhydx is the p0 fragmenta-
tion spectrum, andlZ . 38 Gpc is the mean free path o
neutrinos atEres given by Eq. (1). The number of pho
tons above3 3 1019ysmnyeVd eV is then0.012EressdNny
dEnd sEresd Mpc21, compared to 0.03 from our full nu
merical calculation which includes contributions from
channels and uses the more accurate MLLA formula
the fragmentation function.

The particle fluxes.—For a general discussion we co
sider a homogeneous distribution of sources radiating E
neutrinos with a constant differential spectrum~E2q and
a luminosity per comoving volume that scales ass1 1 zdm

betweenz  zmin and z  zmax [4], with m characteriz-
ing source evolution. Because of the small neutrino
sorption probability, the results are essentially indepen
of zmin & 1. We assume a flat universe with a Hubb
constant ofH0  65 km sec21 Mpc21 which is consisten
with the CHDM picture of the universe [1,2]. We u
q  1, a typical spectral index expected for neutrinos p
duced from photopion production by accelerated prot
[17,18]. Results are, however, rather insensitive toq for
q & 2. The ratio of emittednm andne fluxes is assume
to be.1.86, as expected from charged pion decay. F
thermore, for the moment we assume that the source
minosity ing rays and nucleons is negligible compared
the neutrino luminosity.

HDM is usually expected to cluster locally and t
Fermi distribution with a velocity dispersiony yields
an overdensity fn & y3m3

nys2pd3y2ynn . 330 syy
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500 km sec21d3 smnyeVd3 over the uniform CBN [19]. If
clustering occurs on a scaleln smaller than the typical
attenuation lengthlatt , few Mpc of nucleons andg rays
around1020 eV, the ratio of their fluxes produced on tha
scale to the ones produced on the uniform backgroun
.fnlnylatt. Therefore, while clustering in the galacti
halo or in a nearby galaxy cluster is unlikely to contribu
to the HECR flux [20], neutrinos clustering in the loca
supercluster may havefn , 100, ln , a few Mpc.

In Fig. 1 we show the calculated spectra for the follow
ing typical case:m  3, zmin  0, zmax  3, an EGMF of
1029 G, mne  mnm

 mnt
 1 eV, fn . 300, andln 

5 Mpc. It can be seen clearly that the predicted flux
are consistent with the measurement of the diffuseg-ray
flux by EGRET [21] and with upper limits on neutrino
fluxes by Frejus [22] and Fly’s Eye [23]. Typically, th
energy content in the produced low-energy-cascadeg rays
is a few percent of the neutrino energy which agrees w
a rough analytical estimate giving,10ysH0lZd sGZyMZd.
By scaling the cosmologically produced low-energyg-ray
flux in Fig. 1 with lattys fnlnd, the EGRET constraint on
diffuseg rays requiresfn * 20 slny5 Mpcd21.

The EHE part of the secondaryg rays and protons pos-
sibly constitute a hard component of the observed HEC
without a GZK cutoff. The energy content in this “visible
HECR component is aboutsGZyMZd s fnlnylZdE2

ressdNny
dEnd sEresd, again consistent with the fluxes shown
Fig. 1. The collisions of the EHE cosmic neutrinos wit
the HDM can be responsible for,10% of the observed
cosmic rays above3 3 1019 eV with dominant contribu-
tions ofg rays above the GZK cutoff. The fluxes devia
at most by 50% formne ø mnm

.

FIG. 1. Energy spectra of nucleons,g rays, and neutrinos for
the scenario described in the text. 1 sigma error bars are
combined data from the Haverah Park [24], Fly’s Eye [25
and the AGASA [26] experiments above1019 eV. Also shown
are piecewise power law fits to the observed charged CR fl
below 1019 eV, the EGRET measurement of the diffuseg-
ray flux between 30 and 100 GeV, and experimental neutr
flux limits from Frejus [22] and Fly’s Eye [23], as well as
projected neutrino sensitivities of the future Pierre Auger [2
and NASA’s OWL [28] projects.
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Figure 2 shows the high-energy part of the result
spectra above1018 eV as in Fig. 1, but for the case o
the lower local enhancement of the neutrino dark ma
fn  20 over a scaleln  5 Mpc, the lowest possiblefn

allowed by the EGRET bound. The EHEg-ray flux is only
a factor of 2 higher for much smaller EGMF, relaxing t
EGRET bound by a corresponding factor. As compa
to the case for stronger clustering shown in Fig. 1,
required EHE neutrino intensity is 10 times larger.

In general, models based on photopion production
dict an integrated photon source luminosityLg that is
comparable to the total neutrino luminosity,Lg . 13

3 Ln

[17,29]. In this case, the EGRET constraint translates
the more stringent requirementfn * 103slny5 Mpcd21, as
can be seen by applying the above mentioned scalin
the integrated neutrino luminosity from Fig. 1. Figure
shows the fluxes for this optimistic case of strong cl
tering, which may be more realistic for higher neutri
masses. This bound onfn can be relaxed if most ofLg

does not appear at EGRET energies, but is dominantl
leased in the TeV range. This could be a detectable
nature from individual point sources [30], in addition
the secondaryg rays from neutrino interactions appeari
at EGRET energies. Furthermore, the scenario discu
here requires sources that are optically thick for acce
ated protons with respect to photopion production beca
otherwise the observable proton flux below the GZK c
off would be comparable to the neutrino flux [18].

The EHE neutrino scenario we explored here is q
solid in terms of the particle physics because the in
actions with the cosmological backgrounds occur in
well-measured LEP energy range. No physics beyond
standard model is involved except neutrino mass. The
jor uncertainty arises in the question of whether any as

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the case of an overden
of 20 over 5 Mpc, showing fluxes above1018 eV. Line key as
in Fig. 1 with the “visible” sum ofg-ray and nucleon fluxe
shown as thin solid line in addition, as well as upper limits
the bins where no HECR were seen below the highest en
event. This case sets an upper bound for the intensit
primary EHE neutrino beams allowed by the EGRET diffu
g-ray limit, assuming only secondaries of neutrino interacti
contribute to the EGRET flux.
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nomical objects are capable of producing neutrinos w
energies of,Eres. In the conventional models invok
ing the decay of photoproduced pions, primary proto
must be accelerated to,20Eres , 1023ysmnyeVd in or-
der to generate neutrinos of energyEres. Furthermore,
the sources would need a dense photon target to su
high neutrino luminosity and to absorb protons andg rays.
Thus, a new model for the neutrino beam sources may
necessary [31].

Interestingly, the energy generation rate of,Eres
neutrinos for the scenario shown in Fig. 1,1.8 3

1045 erg Mpc23 yr21 divided by the the rate of cosmo
logical gamma ray bursts (GRBs),3 3 1028 Mpc23 yr21

[32], yields ,6 3 1052 erg, and is comparable to th
observed energy release including afterglow from a typ
GRB in the BATSE range [33].

The EHE neutrino scenario has several advantage
explain the HECR observation. The observed relativ
hard spectrum without GZK cutoff [26] is reasonab
reconstructed in our model, which is determined mai
by the well-measured hadron fragmentation function at
Z pole and the energy loss process in the cosmolog
backgrounds, regardless of the nature of the EHE neut
sources. The highest energy events above the GZK cu
can originate from very distant powerful objects becau
neutrinos propagate without significant energy loss.
example, the AGN 3C147 at a redshift of 0.545 is
candidate for the Fly’s Eye3 3 1020 eV event [34]. For
the same reason, it is natural that we found nonearby
powerful astronomical objects in directions of the possi
event clusters observed by AGASA [35]. Because
EHE neutrino beams can be responsible for a siza
fraction of cosmic rays above1019 eV, this scenario can
explain the observational fact that the intensity of t
events observed above the GZK cutoff is consistent w
the extrapolation of the flux from lower energies.

Among the observable signatures of the neutrino s
nario are the primary EHE neutrinos whose flux should
detectable, as projected sensitivities of future experime

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 but for the optimistic case
an overdensity of103 over 5 Mpc that would be required i
Lg . 13Lny3.
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such as the Pierre Auger [27] and NASA’s OWL [2
projects suggest. Correlation of the arrival direction of
EHE neutrino and the secondary HECR showers may
be observable. As opposed to conventional models
nucleon primaries, our model predicts that some of the
served HECRs should originate in sources at cosmolog
distances. At energies beyond the GZK cutoff, the co
lation of arrival directions of HECR showers with sourc
at distances¿latt should be easy to detect since the ba
ground from a conventional nucleon component should
suppressed due to the GZK effect, whereas the compo
proposed here continues as a relatively flat spectrum.
nally, this scenario predictsg-ray fluxes comparable to o
larger (depending on URB and EGMF) than nucleon flu
above1020 eV, and next generation experiments will me
sure the HECR composition.

In summary, we have seen that collisions of EHE c
mic neutrino beams with,eV mass neutrino dark matte
would explain the observed HECR energy spectrum,
gardless of the nature of the neutrino sources if the m
mum neutrino energy reaches to theZ boson pole region
and the dark matter is clustered on the supercluster s
by amounts consistent with expectations. Although E
neutrino sources require very high efficiency of convert
the energy to neutrino flux which may require a new p
duction mechanism of neutrinos, the necessary neutrin
tensity can be consistent with observed diffuseg-ray fluxes
and the GRB energy release rate. The EHE neutrino
nario is a way of producing a relatively flat compone
of nucleons andg rays that provides a significant fra
tion of the HECR flux above1019 eV, dominating above
the GZK cutoff, without invoking physics beyond the sta
dard model except neutrino mass. Future observation
HECRs lead to indirect search for signatures of neut
dark matter.
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